DESCRIPTION
A Pendant light created by the combination of two of the four possible spun aluminum shades. A, B, C, D. Each shade contains a LED bulb, providing Up and Down Light. Suspended by a thin 1mm aircraft cable with the fixtures electrical cord gently swaging towards the ceiling. An optional ‘Swag’ Kit is available upon request to mount fixture away from a junction box.

1. REMOVE FIXTURE FROM BOX.
   - REMOVE PROTECTIVE PACKAGING FROM ‘UP’ LIGHT AROUND AIRCRAFT CABLE ‘HARP’

2. MOUNT THE PROVIDED ‘T-BAR’ TO THE JUNCTION BOX WITH THE TWO PROVIDED ‘8-32’ SCREWS. TIGHTEN UNTIL THE ‘T-BAR’ IS HANGING PARALLEL TO THE CEILING SURFACE.

3. THREAD ELECTRICAL CORD THROUGH CEILING CANOPY MOUNTED GRIPPER. REDUCE THE LENGTH OF THE REMAINING ELECTRICAL CORD IF NEEDED.
   - WITH THE TWO PROVIDED MARETTES. CONNECT THE BLACK WITH BLACK AND WHITE WITH WHITE ELECTRICAL CORDS FROM THE FIXTURE TO THE MAIN LINES IN THE JUNCTION BOX.

4. THREAD THE AIRCRAFT CABLE GRIPPER DOWN THE CABLE TO THE DESIRED HANGING HEIGHT. REDUCE THE LENGTH OF THE REMAINING AIRCRAFT CABLE IF NEEDED.

5. LIFT THE CANOPY TO THE CEILING, ALIGNING THE CENTER HOLE WITH THE CORRESPONDING CENTER HOLE OF THE ‘T-BAR’
   - THREAD THE AIRCRAFT CABLE GRIPPER THROUGH THE CENTER HOLE AND INTO THE ‘T-BAR’ UNTIL SECURE AND CANOPY IS TIGHT AND FLUSH WITH CEILING SURFACE.

6. ADJUST THE ELECTRICAL CORD TO THE DESIRED SWAG, TIGHTEN THE SMALL GRIPPER SCREW TO SECURE CORD.

7. INSTALL THE ‘G25’ LED LIGHT BULB ( BIGGER OF THE TWO ) INTO THE BOTTOM SHADE
   - INSTALL THE ‘A15’ LED LIGHT BULB ( SMALLER OF THE TWO ) INTO THE TOP SHADE